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IMPORTANCE OF LEAVE COMPLIANCE

Settlements Related to ADA/FMLA 

$11.65M – Awarded to an employee of a health care employer was found to have violated the FMLA by penalizing the 
employee for taking time off to care for his aging parent.

$6.2M – Paid to the EEOC to settle charges related to an inflexible workers’ compensation leave-exhaustion policy in 
which employee on leave were terminated from employment after a specified period of time

$1.48M – Awarded to an employee of a chemical company that retaliated against the employee for taking intermittent 
FMLA leave

$5M – Paid to the EEOC by a trucking company for having an inflexible leave policy that termed employment after 12 
weeks, having a “no restrictions” policy that prohibited employees from returning to work unless they were released with 
no restrictions.

The EEOC on High Alert 

11,754 – Charges filed with the EEOC in 2017 for Reasonable 
Accommodation violations 

91% - EEOC litigation success rate for discrimination suits 

$2.1M – Estimated exposure for noncompliance 

A Changing Landscape

Effectively managing leave is growing more complicated by 
the day as state governments and the federal government 
continue to propose new leave legislation. Companies that do 
not keep abreast of these developments could be vulnerable to 
regulatory investigations and/or lawsuits. In fact, in 2015 there 
were approximately 2.5 important legal developments per week 
as it relates to leave. Furthermore, Oregon and Washington have 
joined the wave of states that are mandating paid leave policies. 
This adds another layer of complexity to the leaves employers are 
tasked with tracking and protecting. 



We assist employers with employee benefit consulting including medical, dental, group life, and disability insurance for their 

employees and executive benefits for high level and key employees. Our services include plan design, implementation, and annual 

review of benefits. Aldrich Benefits LP is known as Aldrich Insurance Solutions LP in California.

About Aldrich Benefits LP

The information provided herein does not, and is not intended to, constitute legal advice; instead, all information, content, and materials available in this document are 

for general informational purposes only.  Readers of this document should contact their attorney to obtain advice with respect to any particular legal matter.

OUTSOURCING SOLUTION 

The tracking of employee absences can be challenging and costly.  Some estimates find a direct payroll cost of 15.4%, 
and an indirect cost of 6.2% of payroll due to lost productivity. Managing employee leaves is considered one of the most 
challenging issues that HR departments face today.  It has been ranked as the “biggest headache for HR” by a margin 
of 3x over any other law by HR professionals. And it’s easy to see why with over 130 types of employee leave across 
the country and more than 90 bills related to leave working their way through state legislatures. Add the issue of leave 
as a reasonable accommodation under the ADA and 70% of employers say they have difficulty, or extreme difficulty, 
recognizing when to approve or deny leave requests. 

The good news? You don’t have to do it all alone! Aldrich Benefits partners with the industry leading integrated FMLA/
ADA Absence Management Service providers. Outsourcing the adjudication and tracking of FMLA/ADA removes a great 
deal of stress, uncertainty, risk of bias, and liability from your shoulders. Establishing an outsourced solution will allow you 
access to: 

• Review of your current ADA policy to ensure that there are no “bright lines”

• The ability to create a true Leave Management program that will allow employees to submit their Disability claim, 
Leave claim, and receive a referral to relevant EAP services all in one outreach with a single carrier

• Direct eligibility file feeds with the provider 

• Single claims intake for Short Term Disability and Leave requests via phone, fax, smartphone app, or online

• Robust online services that allow the employer to check on STD leave status, usage reports, and outstanding 
requests

• All federal and state leaves covered and many other leave types are included such as Domestic Violence Leave, 
USERRA, State bereavement leave and many others (varies by provider) 

• Weekly/monthly intermittent time pattern review reports with suspicious and fraudulent behavior highlighted

• ADA consultation, tracking, and assistance for the interactive process 

• Separate, pro-active, review and tracking of ADA leave requests

• Some carriers offer indemnity contracts meaning that they are “hold harmless” – if you follow the advice of the 
carrier and are sued then the carrier will defend the company and take on the liability 

• Objective and consistent claims adjudication which can relieve the concern of potential bias or the appearance of 
bias in the decision making process 

The cost for such services is generally between $2.00 - $3.50 Per Employee per Month. 

Outsourcing leave management can also mean real savings for your company. A recent simulation model developed by 
the Integrated Benefits Institute found that a 1% reduction in health-related absence for a 500 life manufacturer with 80 
full-time employees could result in an addition 31 workdays added for the company. 

Aldrich Benefits takes an active role in assisting employers during the implementation process and will work with you and 
the provider to ensure a smooth and successful roll out of the program.
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